Duck, Duck, Goose
you have no questions. Everyone
other than dummy studies the
board and plans their play.

E‐W Vul
South Deals

Last month we discussed ways to
make the most out of royalty. This
month I want to turn our attention
to defensive play when you are
blessed with an ace.
South, non‐vulnerable vs.
vulnerable, opens the bidding with
1♠ in the final deal of a team
game. West passes and North pops
out with a 4♠ bid. As East with 16
HCPs you were planning on
opening 1NT. Now with North’s
push to 4♠, you study your hand
for the required ten‐count after a
skip‐bid and decide someplace
around seven that you will double.
Fortunately, at the count of nine
you realize it isn’t a good double
because you have no idea how you
are going to set them two tricks,
which the experts suggest is the
minimum for doubling in an IMP‐
scored game.
At ten you pull out the green pass
card and the contract stays at 4♠.

Opening
Lead
♣J

Jim Jackson

♠A J 9 7 5 2
♥5
♦4 3 2
♣A 8 6
N
W
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♠K 4
♥A J 7 4
♦K 9 7 6
♣K Q 2

If you immediately decided to win
the trick with the ♥A and then cash
your good clubs for down one,
please refer to the title of this
article, and then continue reading.

Wouldn’t
you like
to know?

At Your Table

You figure the ♠K is good for a trick
as is the ♥A. The ♣KQ are in good
position to score, particularly given
partner’s lead. Finally, if declarer
has to lead diamonds from his
hand, you’ve got a trick there as
well.
Declarer wins the trick in dummy,
cashes the ♠A and discovers you
have the guarded king. He shoots
you a glare and now partner also
knows the count on spades.
Declarer calls for the ♥5 and now
it’s up to you — what’s your plan?

I always say the best lead is one
someone else has to make, and this
time partner is on the spot. She
turns up the ♣J after you indicate

Let’s try to figure out what high
cards South might hold. Between
you, North and partner’s lead of
the ♣J, you count 26 HCPs. There
are only fourteen HCPs outstanding
and chances are good that even a
free‐spirited South is likely to have
at least 11 of the suckers, leaving
pard with at most 3 HCPs more.
That means South is almost a lock
for the ♦A along with the ♠Q. Of
the remaining honors (♥KQ and
♦QJ), South is missing at most the
king or a queen and jack—but he
might have them all.
After driving out your ♠K, dummy
will still have four spades available
to ruff declarer’s remaining hearts.
He’ll need entries and can use the
♦A as one, but if he tries spades,
you have the first spade trick and
(Continued on page 5)
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Duck, Duck, Goose
(Continued from page 4)

can score your winners, but
ducking means the ♥A is history.
However, if you go up with the
♥A and try to cash two clubs, bad
things happen if declarer ruffs
one of your winners. Then
declarer’s ♥KQ will provide a
place to dump two potentially
losing diamonds from dummy.
I know, so far I’m not convincing
you that you need to duck. Oh,
wait, partner had to discard on
that first spade trick. Now what
was her discard?
What, I didn’t tell you? Well, it
was the ♥2 and, since you and
partner play standard discards,
that means she is not interested
in hearts.
Given dummy’s singleton and you
holding the ace, that discard is
not surprising, but why didn’t
partner tell you something useful
about diamonds, the suit you
really care about?
Maybe she couldn’t. Maybe she
would prefer a diamond lead, but
doesn’t have a high diamond to
show her preference and instead
offered a low heart to steer you
in the right direction.
Or maybe she has three
diamonds to the queen and can’t
afford any diamond discard
because then the queen would
fall under the ace and king.
Well, we know she doesn’t have
anything in clubs, she said no to
hearts, so maybe, just maybe she

has the guarded ♦Q. (Well, it
could be the ♦J and two others,
which will score a trick if you can
promote the jack.)
By now you might be torn with
anxiety. If South has two low
clubs, you can go up with your
♥A, cash two clubs and the ♠K
and immediately set the contract.
If you do go up and South has one
or zero remaining clubs, you’ve
set up his ♥KQ and he can make
two diamond pitches. Then going
up with the ♥A will allow him to
make his contract if he started
with at least three diamonds.
If partner does have three
diamonds, then so does declarer.
Ugh. Let’s stop here and switch to
what happened at the other
table.

The ♣A wins the trick and after
cashing the ♠A, declarer leads
the ♥5 toward dummy. You can
see that you will only score one
club trick with this layout. Even if
you know North has a singleton,
you will duck because you know if
you win the ♥A, you save one
trick but lose two as declarer
pitches two potential diamond
losers on the good hearts.
Fortunately for you, your
opponent sitting East didn’t know
that by not ducking he would
become a goose when he gave
your teammates the contract.

Your conservative teammates did
not open South’s hand, but North
chimed in with a weak 2♠. East
overcalled 2NT (showing a strong
NT opener). South jumped to 4♠
and East led the ♣K. We’ll take a
look at all four hands now, but
remember East can only see
South’s hand.
You, however, did duck and set
them one trick once the dust
settled.

♠A J 9 7 5 2
♥5
♦4 3 2
♣A 8 6

E‐W Vul
South Deals
♠(void)
♥10 9 8 3 2
♦Q 10 8
♣J 10 9 5 4

♠K 4
♥A J 7 4
♦K 9 7 6
♣K Q 2

N
W

Yeah team!

E
S

♠Q 10 8 6 3
♥K Q 6
♦A J 5
♣7 3

Was it a risk to duck the first
heart? Yes. If declarer also had
the ♦Q, he might have only
needed one heart trick to bring
home the contract.
However, more times than not,
you’ll give declarer an extra trick if
you fly up with the ace on the first
trick.

At The Other Table

Next time, duck smoothly. Quack!
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